"MATHRUBHASHA DIVISA"

The “MATHRUBHASHA DIVASA” of Jyothy Institute of Technology was celebrated in the college premises in a benefiting manner on 20/02/2020 in the college auditorium. Presided by the Vice Chairman, the programme was held in true spirits reflecting their love and affection to their mother tongue. The principal in his address highlighted the importance of mother and mother tongue. the program was attended by all the trustees of college, all the department faculties and students.

The Cultural events of Program included music, dance, short movie on State language, valuable speech by the faculty of college. Many students came up with different ideas to showcase their love and respect towards their language. Few ideas were picked up with included a dance program for fusion of few Kannada patriotic songs, a singing performance of fusion of few Kannada and Hindi songs. At the beginning of program the gathering showed their respect by narrating national song.

Faculties were also part in bringing success to program by giving speech in the different language and by spreading knowledge history of our nation. All the students enthusiastically participated with the helping faculties by bringing out famous Kannada books and arranging a exhibition to showcase them.

The management equally supported by being a backbone for all the events held on the day.